Relativistic equations of Bethe-Salpeter type for hadron structure are most conveniently formulated in momentum space. The presence of confining interactions causes complications because the corresponding kernels are singular. This occurs not only in the relativistic case but also in the nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation where this problem can be studied more easily. For the linear confining interaction the singularity reduces to one of Cauchy principal value form. Although this singularity is integrable, it still makes accurate numerical solutions difficult. We show that this principal value singularity can be eliminated by means of a subtraction method. The resulting equation is much easier to solve and yields accurate and stable solutions. To test the method's numerical efficiency, we performed a three-parameter least square fit of a simple linear-plus-Coulomb potential to the bottomonium spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the simple but very successful older nonrelativistic quark models, mesons are described as bound states of constituent quark-antiquark pairs, interacting through a long-range confining linear potential and a short-range color-Coulomb potential. These models, often variations of the Cornell potential models [1] [2] [3] , are able to explain a large variety of phenomena in meson spectra and decay rates. However, they also have a number of shortcomings, among which we highlight that they ignore the dynamical structure of constituent quarks, whose self-interaction gives rise to a momentum-dependent mass, as well as its connection to dynamical chiral symmetry breaking.
Another weakness is that relativity is either not taken into account at all or only in a rudimentary fashion. An example is the well-known "relativized" quark model by Godfrey and Isgur [4] that only includes corrections from relativistic kinematics. A nonrelativistic framework is probably sufficient to explain most phenomena in heavy quarkonia, but systems with at least one light quark certainly require a relativistic treatment.
In two recent papers [5, 6] we initiated a program on the theory of meson structure that continues and improves on previous work by Gross and Milana [7] [8] [9] and Savkli and Gross [10] using the Covariant Spectator Theory (CST) [11] [12] [13] [14] . The goal of this program is the construction of a relativistically covariant model for all mesons that can be understood as quark-antiquark pairs, and which is made self-consistent by calculating the quark self-energy from the same interaction kernel that describes the quark-antiquark pair interaction.
Nonperturbative covariant descriptions of meson structure are also provided by the approaches based on the Dyson-Schwinger formalism [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, whereas those are usually formulated in Euclidean space, the equations of the CST are solved in Minkowski space, which enables us to calculate form factors without having to worry about uncertainties in extrapolations from the unphysical to the physical region.
In the CST model of Refs. [5, 6] , the confining quarkantiquark interaction kernel is taken as a covariant generalization of the nonrelativistic linear potential, to which a constant is added (this is for the sake of simplicity -at a later stage it will be replaced with a one-gluon exchange interaction).
Fully relativistic equations require a momentum-space formulation. This makes it easier than in coordinate space to include a running coupling constant in the onegluon exchange interaction, but more difficult to deal with the linear interaction which takes on the highly singular form of a double pole. It turns out that by reorganizing the momentum-space equations this singularity can be weakened to one of Cauchy principal value type, which is integrable but still quite cumbersome in practical applications. In order to construct a model that fits the whole meson spectrum, we need to have an accurate and stable numerical method to solve the CST equation with such a singular kernel at our disposal. Moreover, it has to be fast enough to make a least-χ 2 fit feasible. In this paper, we address the problem of solving the momentum-space CST equations with the linear interaction in its nonrelativistic limit, in which the CST equation becomes the Schrödinger equation. This is useful for several reasons: (i) The type of singularity in the nonrelativistic potential is the same as in the relativistic kernel. An efficient method to solve the Schrödinger equation can then be applied to the CST equation as well. (ii) For Swaves, the analytic solution of the Schrödinger equation with a linear potential is known. The energy eigenstate wave functions in coordinate space are given in terms of Airy functions, and the energy eigenvalues through their roots. This represents an ideal test case for evaluating numerical methods. (iii) Although we are mostly interested in systems where relativity is important, an improved method to solve the nonrelativistic case is of interest by itself, because it can be applied directly to heavy quarkonia. The paper's main result is that the momentum-space equation for the linear potential can be rewritten in such a way that all singularities are removed. The resulting equation can then be solved much more easily using standard numerical methods. In Sec. II we review the treatment of the linear potential in momentum space and the resulting form of the Schrödinger equation with a singular kernel. A proof that the singularity is of Cauchy principal value type and which does not use a partial wave decomposition is given in Appendix A. In Sec. III we show how the principal value singularity can be removed, such that the resulting equation has a singularity-free kernel in all partial waves. We present in Sec. IV numerical results obtained with the singularity-free equation and demonstrate their numerical accuracy and stability. In Sec. V we summarize our findings and draw our conclusions.
II. LINEAR CONFINEMENT POTENTIAL IN MOMENTUM SPACE
The linear potential in coordinate space,
whose slope σ is also called the "string tension", cannot be Fourier transformed directly to momentum space. Instead, one can introduce a screened potential that depends on a screening parameter ǫ and whose Fourier transform does exist. The momentum-space version of the linear potential is then defined as the unscreened limit of the screened potential's Fourier transform. A popular choice isṼ
whose Fourier transform is obtained most easily from the second derivative of a Yukawa potential,
For instance, Maung et al. in Ref. [20] perform a partial wave decomposition of the momentum-space Schrödinger equation with this screened potential and then take the unscreened limit ǫ → 0. Eyre and Vary [21] also use the form (3), but keep a small non-zero value for ǫ. However, because the screened potential (3) has no bound state solutions due to barrier penetration, they subtract a constant c from the potential, leading toṼ EV (r) = e −ǫr (σr − c). The constant c is chosen large enough to support real bound states, and the corresponding binding energies are then "corrected" by adding c again.
Gross and Milana [7] and Savkli and Gross [10] start from (3) as well, but after analyzing the behavior of the second term of the Fourier transform they replace it by a Dirac delta function, after which the limit ǫ → 0 can be taken.
The latter result can be obtained more directly by choosing as screened potential
which can also be writteñ
It is then clear that when going to momentum space a delta function will arise from the constant termṼ A,ǫ (0) = −σ/ǫ. The momentum-space form of the screened linear potential (4) is obtained as
and
Before going to the unscreened limit, it should be mentioned that the potential (4) may be interesting also for finite ǫ. It has been argued that the effect of string breaking could be simulated to some extent with a potential that rises almost linearly only up to a certain distance and then turns flat, which is exactly the behavior of (4) . Therefore it will also be of interest to study its solutions for varying values of ǫ.
If one takes now the limit ǫ → 0, one gets a potential that is singular at q = 0, but has a "built-in" subtraction term that regularizes integrations over the singularity:
As a check, it is easy to calculate the Fourier transform of V L back into r-space at the point r = 0,
The linear potential (1) vanishes at r = 0, which is correctly reproduced by (9) . With the form (9) of the linear potential V L (q), the Schrödinger equation for a two-body system with reduced mass m R becomes
or, more explicitly,
The strong singularity in the kernel of (12) at k = p is weakened by the subtraction term, and together with the definition of V L in terms of the limit ǫ → 0 in Eq. (9) it reduces to a Cauchy principal value singularity which makes the integral well-defined. A proof that the singularity is indeed of Cauchy principal value type is given in Appendix A. Next we project (11) onto partial wave ℓ, which leads to the appealingly simple equation
where the subtraction term generated by the delta function in (9) contains only the S-wave potential. The partial-wave matrix elements of the potential V A are
where
P ℓ is a Legendre polynomial, w ℓ−1 (y) is a polynomial of degree ℓ − 1 defined as
and the prime in P ′ ℓ and w ′ ℓ−1 means a derivative with respect to the argument y. Equations (13) and (14) are derived in Appendix B.
III. REMOVAL OF THE SINGULARITIES IN THE KERNEL
The kernel (14) in the Schrödinger equation (13) contains singularities. The first term in (14) has a double pole at k = p in all partial waves, but in (13) it reduces to a principal value singularity. The second term in (14) , present in all partial waves with ℓ ≥ 1, diverges logarithmically at k = p and is therefore integrable. The last term involving w ′ ℓ−1 (y), which contributes only when ℓ ≥ 2, is not singular at all. So, in principle, equation (13) can be solved numerically as it stands.
However, the numerical integration of singular functions requires special care and typically also more computing time. From the practical point of view it would be a considerable advantage to avoid those singularities altogether.
It has been known for a long time that the logarithmic singularity can be eliminated by a simple subtraction technique due to Landé [22] . We will show now that a different subtraction can remove also the principal value singularity.
A. Subtraction of the principal value singularity
In this section it is important to make the difference between ordinary and Cauchy principal value integrals explicit in our notation; for the latter we use the symbol "P ".
The Schrödinger equation (13) with the potential V A of (14) is
We now turn our attention to the most singular part of the integral in (17), namely
Because P ℓ (y) = 1 at k = p, the numerator vanishes at the singularity in all partial waves, reducing the double pole to a single pole. To see this, we expand the factor in brackets in a Taylor series around k = p:
where we have used that
is the remainder of the Taylor series of P ℓ (y)ψ ℓ (k) around k = p once the constant and the term linear in (k − p) have been subtracted. The only relevant property of R ℓ (k) in this context is that it is finite at k = p.
The integrand of (18) can therefore be written
where the singular pole term has now been isolated. It is, however, more useful to further rewrite this expression as
This form of the integrand has the advantage over (20) that its singular term can be integrated analytically. Using it as a subtraction term, we write the principal value integral I 1 as an ordinary integral over a now nonsingular integrand plus a principal value integral that can be calculated analytically:
In this case, the principal value integration can be performed very easily,
and we arrive at the simple result
The price to pay for this simplification is that the derivative of the wave function appears in the integrand. However, this is no significant complication if the method of solving the integral equation uses an expansion of ψ ℓ (p) into a set of basis functions whose derivatives can be easily calculated.
B. Subtraction of the logarithmic singularity
The second singular integrand of (17) is
where Q ℓ are the Legendre functions of the second kind.
In this case, we can take advantage of the known result
to bring I 2 into the following form:
It is easy to see that the factor in brackets in the integrand is proportional to (k − p) near k = p, such that (k − p)Q 0 (y) vanishes at that point. The subtracted integrand is therefore no longer singular. The derivatives of the Legendre polynomials at y = 1 can be calculated from the well-known relation
Substitution of the results (24) and (27) into the partial wave Schrödinger equation (17) gives us the final result
. (29) In this equation, the principal value singularity and the logarithmic singularity in the kernel have both been removed in all partial waves, and the integrand is a smooth function at the originally singular point k = p. It is therefore much easier to solve numerically than the original singular equation (17) if one is able to supply the derivative ψ ′ ℓ (p) of the unknown wave function in the new subtraction term. This is easy when the chosen method to solve the integral equation (29) numerically is to expand the wave function in a set of appropriate basis functions (i.e., a Galerkin method). For instance, in this work we used a basis of cubic spline functions, modified to satisfy the correct boundary conditions. It is less easy in collocation methods, where one demands the equation to hold exactly at a certain set of collocation points, which are usually the points associated with some quadrature rule.
In fact, after deriving Eq. (29) and convincing ourselves of its advantages over (17), we found that Deloff [24] had already written down the S-wave version of the subtracted equation. However, Ref. [24] did not pursue it further because it was considered not suitable for the approach proposed there.
C. The screened linear potential for finite screening parameter
From the results we have obtained so far, it is easy to derive the partial wave Schrödinger equation for the screened linear potential Eq. (4) in momentum space. We can write the partial-wave matrix elements of the screened linear potential (8)
Compared to the unscreened case (B8), the only modification necessary is therefore to replace y by y ǫ . The result is p ℓm|V A,ǫ |k ℓm
As long as ǫ remains finite, this potential is not singular and can be used in the Schrödinger equation without further modifications. However, when ǫ becomes very small it becomes "almost singular" and therefore numerically very difficult to control. We found that a subtraction of the log-term makes the numerical solution of the Schrödinger equation converge significantly faster and the results more stable.
For this purpose, a generalization of Eq. (26),
is used to write
2 is the value of y ǫ at the point k = p.
The Schrödinger equation for the screened linear potential of Eq. (4) with finite screening parameter ǫ can then be written in momentum space
The often used Cornell-type potentials combine a linear with a Coulomb potential, which in coordinate space readsṼ
Its Fourier-transform is well known,
and the partial wave matrix elements are
The last form makes it obvious that the singularity at k = p is of the same kind in all partial waves. We encountered it already in Eq. (25) as one of the singular terms in the linear potential. In the kernel of the Schrödinger equation, the singularity can therefore be subtracted with the same technique [23, 25] , namely
where P ℓ (1) = 1 was used.
The resulting singularity-free version of the Schrödinger equation for the unscreened linear plus Coulomb potential in momentum space is
It is an easy task to adapt the results of this section for the case of an exponentially screened Coulomb potential. This can be done in close analogy with the derivation of the screened linear potential shown in Sec. III C.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present the numerical results obtained with the singularity-free equation introduced in the Sec. III.
A. Expansion into splines
We solved the momentum-space Schrödinger equation numerically by expanding the wave function in the basis of cubic B-splines described in detail in Refs. [9, 26] and thereby converting the integral equation into a generalized eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues are the binding energies of the system, whereas the corresponding eigenvectors contain the spline expansion coefficients.
The original basis of N cubic B-splines b i (x) is defined for x ∈ [0, 1] with equidistant knots. To construct a basis for functions of momenta p ∈ [0, ∞[, we use a map
where Λ is a scale parameter, and define our basis functions as
with E p = m 2 + p 2 ; m is chosen as a particle mass for simplicity, although here it plays the role of a free parameter. For small momenta, the wave function in partial wave ℓ behaves like ψ ℓ (p) ∼ p ℓ . Because the first spline does not vanish at p = 0, the factor (p/E p ) ℓ is a simple way to make sure that the basis functions are compatible with this constraint [9] . However, no particular significance is connected with the appearance of a term that resembles a relativistic energy. Instead, one can use just as well, for instance, a factor [p/(m + p)]
ℓ . In the calculations of this paper we use Λ = m = 1 in units of (2m R σ) 1/3 . The wave function is expanded in the spline basis, 
where the matrices are defined as
This generic form of the potential matrix has to be adapted to the singularity-free form according to Eqs. (29), (35), or (40), for the singular potentials discussed in the previous sections.
B. Results for the linear potential
Using the expansion into a basis of N cubic B-splines, we solved the singularity-free form of the Schrödinger The S-wave equation is of particular interest, because the exact solution in coordinate space is known in terms of the Airy functions Ai:
, with Ai(z n ) = 0 ,
i.e., z n is the n-th root of the Airy function Ai(z). Notice that z n is negative for all n. If the coordinate-space eigenstate wave functions are written
the exact S-wave solutions of the radial wave functions are
where the coefficients a n are determined through the normalization condition
The S-wave is therefore the ideal case to test our numerical methods. First we investigate the numerical convergence of the energy eigenvalues and the corresponding wave functions as the number of basis splines N increases. Table I and Fig. 1 show that our numerical S-wave energies converge quickly and smoothly to the exact solutions. For the first few excited states, a small number of splines of the order of 20 is already sufficient to obtain very accurate results. For higher radial excitations, or if more accuracy is required, the spline basis may be increased as needed.
The S-wave momentum-space wave functions of the six lowest energy eigenstates, calculated in a basis of 64 splines, are shown in Fig. 2 . They are compared to the exact r-space solutions given in Eq. (48), after they have been numerically Fourier transformed to momentum space. The comparison of the eigenfunctions is a stronger test of our method than the comparison of only the eigenvalues. The agreement is excellent in all cases, which is a clear indication that our numerical momentum-space technique is indeed working very well.
For partial waves higher than ℓ = 0 no exact solutions are available. Nevertheless, Tables II and III for the cases of P-and D-waves, respectively, demonstrate that the rate of convergence of the energy eigenvalues is similar to that for S-waves, although it becomes slower with increasing ℓ and n, as was to be expected.
We have verified that this trend continues systematically in higher partial waves, and we found no signs of numerical instability. Figure 3 shows the lowest ten energy levels in all partial waves from ℓ = 0 to ℓ = 4, calculated with a basis of 64 spline, which gives essentially converged results.
C. Results for the screened linear potential
We solved Eq. (35) for the screened linear potential of Eq. (4) with the numerical method explained in Sec. IV A. As already mentioned in Sec. II, this potential may be used to simulate the effect of "string breaking" when higher excitation energies are reached. However, here we are more interested in the stability of our numerical method. In particular we want to see if the unscreened limit, ǫ = 0, is reached smoothly.
First we have to verify that the solutions of Eq. (35) converge with an increasing number of basis functions. This is not guaranteed a priori from the success in the unscreened case, because now there is no equivalent of the subtraction of the most singular part in the kernel as in Eq. (29) . Although the kernel is not strictly singular as long as ǫ remains finite, for small values it can behave almost as badly as far as the numerical solution is concerned. Nevertheless, Tab. IV shows that the energy eigenvalues, here for the case ǫ = 0.01, converge very well with increasing number of splines N . We have verified that this good convergence persists also for smaller screening parameter, such as ǫ = 0.001 and ǫ = 0.0001.
Next we consider the behavior of the eigenvalues for smaller and smaller screening parameter. Tables V, VI, and VII, for the cases of S-, P-and D-waves, respectively, show that the unscreened limit is reached smoothly. We find no numerical instabilities, such as the "furcation phenomenon" reported in Ref. [27] , and we can conclude that the Schrödinger equation with both the unscreened and the screened linear potential can be solved in momentum space with very good accuracy and stability.
D. Linear plus Coulomb potential: fit of the bottomonium spectrum
To determine whether our numerical framework can be used in practice to perform a least square fit to the meson 
as our interaction kernel. We have shown in Sec. III how each of the two components of this potential can be treated conveniently in momentum space by eliminating all singularities. The solutions of the momentum space Schrödinger equation depend then on three parameters: the two potential parameters σ and α, and the reduced mass m R . It turned out that the numerical solution of the momentum space Schrödinger equation can be done fast enough, such that we were indeed able to determine these three parameters through a least square fit to the bottomonium mass spectrum. The simple potential (50) does not contain any spin dependence and consequently is not able to produce a spin splitting of bottomonium states. For our fit we used therefore spin averaged masses, and we limited the fit to states with orbital angular momentum ℓ = 0 or ℓ = 1 below the open flavor threshold. They are marked with an asterisk in Tab. VIII.
The result of the fit is shown in Tab. VIII and Fig. 4 . The corresponding potential parameters are σ = 0.1670 GeV 2 and α = 0.5162, and the mass of the bottom quark is obtained as m b = 4.7931 GeV from the fitted reduced mass m R = m b /2. Clearly a good fit is obtained with relatively little effort, and the masses of the three states not used in the fit, namely of Υ (10860), Υ (11020), and Υ(1D), are predicted with about the same accuracy with which the fitted masses are reproduced. The remaining differences between the model predictions and the experimental meson masses are of the order of the typical mass splitting between the different spin states, so one cannot expect to do much better with a model without spin dependence. For completeness, Fig. 4 includes also several excited states with ℓ = 1 and ℓ = 2 predicted by this model which have not yet been measured.
We emphasize that the goal of this exercise was not to produce a precision fit of the bottomonium spectrum, but rather to see if our numerical apparatus is reliable and fast enough to make a least square fit (and later a least χ 2 fit) of the model parameters possible. Our results are very promising in this respect and point to the possibility of a more extended combined fit of heavy quarkonia, taking the spin dependence into account as well.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied a method to facilitate the use of a linear confining potential in momentum space. It generates a Cauchy principal value singularity, andin partial waves other than the S-wave-an additional logarithmic singularity, in the kernel of the Schrödinger equation. Whereas the logarithmic singularity can be removed by means of a well known subtraction method, the remaining principal value singularity makes its numerical solution cumbersome. We showed that this singularity can also be eliminated by another subtraction, thus leaving the resulting equation free of singularities.
We then demonstrated that in this form the equation is very well suited for a numerical solution. We solved the momentum space Schrödinger equation with a linear potential numerically by means of an expansion in a basis of cubic B-splines, and we found that the solutions converge very quickly with increasing number of basis functions. For the S-wave, the exact energies and eigenstate wave functions can be calculated analytically in coordinate space. Our momentum space solutions are in excellent agreement with the exact results. This is true not only for the energy eigenvalues, but also for the wave functions that can be compared after applying a Fourier transform to the coordinate space wave functions.
For higher partial waves no exact solutions are available to test our results. Nevertheless, our singularity-free momentum space equation yields rapid convergence for both radially and orbitally higher excited states. We also solved the case of a screened linear potential and verified that the unscreened limit is reached smoothly and without numerical instabilities.
Finally, we solved the momentum space Schrödinger equation with a Cornell-type potential, i.e., a combination of an (unscreened) linear with a Coulomb potential, for bottomonium. We found that our method can be used in practice to perform a least square fit of the bottomonium spectrum with this simple model, which reproduces the (spin averaged) experimental masses very well. In doing so we obtained very reasonable values for the potential parameters and for the bottom quark mass.
The purpose of our work is twofold: First, it is useful to have a practical method at ones disposal to solve the nonrelativistic bound state problem in momentum space for Cornell-type potentials. But our main objective is to extend these calculations to a fully relativistic treatment of quark-antiquark bound states, in the framework of the Covariant Spectator Theory (CST). Relativistic equations essentially demand a momentum space formulation, and the relativistic generalization of the linear confining potential leads to a covariant CST kernel with the same singularity structure as in the nonrelativistic case. Solving the problem of how to deal with these singularities in the nonrelativistic equation, where the applied techniques can be tested much more easily, therefore paves the way for a practical solution of the relativistic equations. In fact, we already performed preliminary studies applying this method to the one-channel CST equation [7, 26] and found it to work as effectively as in the nonrelativistic case, even with retardation.
Moreover, the CST equation turns into the momentum space Schrödinger equation in the nonrelativistic limit. The results of this paper can serve as a benchmark for the relativistic equation, because its solutions should approach the nonrelativistic counterparts with increasing quark masses. It may even turn out sufficient to determine some of the parameters of the relativistic kernel in the nonrelativistic limit, in particular in fits to the heavy quarkonia, similar to what we have done here in a simplified version for some states of bottomonium.
For this purpose, it is useful to express I ǫ (p) in terms of spherical coordinates:
whereq is a unit vector in direction of q, and q = |p− k|.
Next, writing q V A,ǫ (q) as a derivative,
and performing one integration by parts, we obtain
The upper limit at q = ∞ of the "surface term" vanishes provided the wave function satisfies the correct boundary conditions. To realize that the lower limit also vanishes, it is useful to expand the first term in the square brackets into a Taylor series around q = 0,
. We obtain
which vanishes in the limit q → 0.
Using the expansion (A5) again in the remaining integral of Eq. (A4), we can write
(A7) Since dqq · f (p) = 0, and the integrand involving the higher-order terms O(q) is regular when ǫ → 0, we conclude that the limit I(p) = lim ǫ→0 I ǫ (p) exists.
To show that I(p) is a Cauchy principal value integral in three dimensions, first the identity
is applied to rewrite the integration over q in Eq. (A7).
(A simple way to see that the identity holds is that the change of variables q = ǫ sinh y on the lhs and q = ǫ cosh y on the rhs of Eq. (A8) lead to the same expression). 
where K(q) = qV A (q). Since K(q) is homogeneous of degree −3 and dq K(q) = 0, the last expression is precisely the definition of the Cauchy principal value integral in three dimensions (see, for example, Ref. [32] ). We can therefore write
which concludes our proof.
Appendix B: Partial wave decomposition
In this section we outline the partial wave decomposition of Eq. (12) which contains a subtraction term not usually present in the Schrödinger equation. In particular, we derive Eqs. (13) and (14) .
Switching to a Dirac notation, we expand the wave function Ψ(p) and the potential V A (p, k) into spherical harmonics,
wherep is a unit vector in the direction of p.
Substituting these expansions into (12) leads to
In the first integral over dk we use the orthogonality relation for spherical harmonics,
and in the second we use Y 00 (k) = 1/ √ 4π to write
The sums over n and m n can be carried out and give
In the second integrand, we can simplify again √ 4πY 00 (p) = 1. The last step to project out partial wave (ℓm) is to multiply the equation by Y * ℓm (p) and integrate overp. Orthogonality then yields 
Next we calculate the partial wave matrix elements of V A , p ℓm|V A |k ℓm = 2π(−8πσ)
where x ≡p ·k. Introducing the abbreviation
and using the Legendre functions of the second kind,
we can write
For the case ℓ = 0 we obtain Q 0 (y) = 1 2 ln y + 1
Both Q 0 (y) and Q ′ 0 (y) are singular at k = p. For higher partial waves we can use the relation Q ℓ (y) = P ℓ (y)Q 0 (y) − w ℓ−1 (y) , 
The matrix elements are independent of m due to rotational symmetry, so (B8) is the same as (14) . After substituting (B16) into the partial-wave Schrödinger equation (B7) we can sum over m and divide by 2ℓ + 1, which finally yields Eq. (17) .
